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ABSTRACT
There are three typical configurations for integrating the scramjet into the airframe of

aerospace planes. They are (1) the whole engine is on the windward ramp surface of the airframe,
(2) the engine is located downstream of the forebody ramp where the surface of the airframe is
parallel to the airframe axis, and (3) the inlet entrance is on the ramp surface with the following
engine parts parallel to the airframe axis. To examine the effect of the integrating forms on the
engine performance, several types of the inlet models were tested in a wind tunnel, and
simulations of the scramjet engine and the flight of the aerospace plane were conducted. The
experimental results showed that the first and the third configurations showed better mass capture.
In the second configuration, the pre-compression effect was neutralized by the expansion fan
from the corner of the downstream end of the ramp. All configurations showed similar levels of
kinetic energy efficiencies. The simulation based on the experimental results showed that the
third configuration produced the best engine thrust and the least airframe drag. On the other
hand, in the second configuration, the payload became negative. Thus, it is recommended that
the inlet should be located on the windward ramp surface of the vehicle to inhale the pre-
compressed air, and the following engine components should be parallel to the airframe axis to
reduce the cowl drag and to increase the thrust at the external nozzle.
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概　　　　要
　スクラムジェットのスペースプレーン機体への組込み方法には大別して以下の３とおりが挙げられる。（1）エ

ンジン全体を機体下面の予圧縮面に取り付ける、（2）下流で機軸に平行になった機体下面にエンジンを取り付け

る、（3）インレットは機体下面の予圧縮面に取付け、エンジン下流部は機軸と平行になった面に取り付ける。組

込み方法がエンジン性能に与える影響について調べるために数種類のインレット模型をマッハ４風洞で試験し、

その結果に基づきスクラムジェットエンジンの性能を計算し、スペースプレーンの飛行シミュレーションを

行った。実験によって（1）および（3）の組込み状態で良好な空気捕獲率が得られた。（2）の形態では、機体下面で

の予圧縮効果がエンジン入口での膨張波によって打ち消された。どの形態でもほぼ同じ運動エネルギー効率が

得られた。エンジン性能計算では（3）の形態での推力が最大で、最小の抗力となった。（2）の形態ではペイロー

ドは負となった。エンジンの機体組込み方法としては、インレットは予圧縮面取付け、その下流のエンジン部

はカウル抗力を減らして外部ノズル推力を増やすために機軸と平行とすべきであることが示された。
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NOMENCLATURE

A : area
C

F
: thrust coefficient

CR : capture ratio
M : Mach number
P : pressure
α : ramp angle or inclined angle of the top wall

in the experiments
δ : boundary layer thickness at 99% of the

primary flow velocity
η : efficiency
ξ : ratio of averaged top wall pressure in isolator

to free stream pressure

Subscripts
KE : kinetic energy
Pt : total pressure
all : total thrust with windward-surface airframe

drag, engine-thrust, and external-nozzle thrust
inlet : performance of inlet itself excluding the pre-

compression effect
ref : free-stream reference condition in the ex-

periments, i.e., inclusion of a boundary layer
on the plate and no inclination of top-wall
plate

t : stagnation condition
total : inlet performance with pre-compression effect
w : wall
0 : wind tunnel reservoir condition
1 : at the inlet entrance
2 : in the isolator
∞ : free stream, flight condition

INTRODUCTION

A scramjet engine has high performance potential
at hypersonic flight of aerospace planes and hyper-
sonic aircrafts. Integration of the engine into the
airframe is beneficial because the fore- and the aft-
bodies of the vehicle perform as a pre-compression
stage and an external expansion stage, respectively.1)

In the airframe-engine integrated compression
system, one or several oblique shock waves from the
windward surface of the airframe are used for external
compression. Several types of airframe-engine
integration have been proposed and schematically
illustrated in journal articles, technical papers and

textbooks. They can be categorized into the following
three configurations for engine mounting location.
(1)Type a (Fig. 1(a))

The entire engine is attached to the ramp of the
airframe, and the side view of the undersurface of
the airframe forms a triangle or a flat-plate.1)-4)  In
some cases, the engine is attached to the horizontal
undersurface of the airframe, but with the attack angle,
the undersurface practically works as a ramp. The
airframe aft-surface downstream of the engine works
as an external nozzle. The axis of the engine is
straight.

Fig. 1 Vehicle configuration models for performance
calculation.

(a) Side view of Type a. The engine is integrated
on the ramp of the airframe.

(b) Side view of Type b. The engine is attached
downstream of the rear corner of the airframe
ramp.

(c) Side view of Type c. The inlet is located on the
ramp, and the rest of the engine is parallel to the
airframe axis.
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(2)Type b (Fig. 1(b))
The side view of the undersurface of the airframe

forms a trapezoid or a triangle. The engine is attached
downstream of the ramp where the surface is parallel
to the airframe-axis.5)-8)

(3)Type c (Fig. 1(c))
The side view of the undersurface of the airframe

forms also a trapezoid, and the engine straddles over
the ramp and the parallel surface. The inlet is located
on the ramp with the following engine parts parallel
to the airframe axis.9)-12)

The airflow conditions at the entrance of the engine
have been investigated with several airframe con-
figurations,13),14) but they were not related to the
engine performance. The effect of the integration of
the scramjet engine into the airframe on engine
performance and on payload of the aerospace plane
has not been discussed sufficiently. In the present
study, airframe-integrated scramjet inlet models were
experimentally investigated in a Mach 4 wind tunnel
to obtain characteristics of the three types of the
integration. Then, based on the experimental results,
simulations of the scramjet engine and the flight of
the Single-Stage-to-Orbit (SSTO) aerospace plane
were conducted with simplified models to evaluate
the influence of the integration form on the engine
performance and the payload.

EXPERIMENTS OF INLET MODELS

The characteristics of each integration form were
investigated in the experiments with the scramjet inlet

models. In Type b configuration, the expansion fan
from the rear corner enters the inlet, and as a results,
the flow field inside the inlet is highly distorted and
unpredictable. Modeling of the inhaling of the
expansion fan from the airframe-ramp was one of the
major subjects of this testing.

Experimental apparatus
(A) Wind tunnel

Experiments were conducted in a Mach 4 blow-
down wind tunnel with a rectangular test section of
100 mm by 110 mm.15) The total pressure and the total
temperature were 2.2 MPa and 285K, respectively.
The duration time of a test was 20 seconds, suf-
ficiently long enough to measure multiple wall
pressures with two mechanical pressure scanners
(Scanivalves). The unit Reynolds number was 1.2
× 108 m-1.
(B) Airframe-integrated inlet models

Figures 2 (a)-(e) illustrate the models used in the
present experiments. Each model consisted of a pair

Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams of the airframe-integrated inlet models.

(a) Type A model

(b) Type B model

(c) Type C-S model

(d) Type C-SR model

(e) Type C-R model
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of side walls, a top wall, and a cowl. The top wall
plate simulated the windward surface of the vehicle,
and was installed at the mid height of the wind tunnel.
The top plate spanned the entire wind tunnel. The
frontal area at the inlet entrance, which projected to
a plane normal to the top wall surface, was 15 mm ×
12 mm in all models. The side wall had a swept-back
angle of 45 degrees. Their overall geometrical
contraction ratio, which is the ratio of the cross section
at the entrance to that at the exit of the inlet, was 3.
Cowl leading edge was located at the end of the
convergent section of the inlet except in several cases
of Type C-SR and Type C-R models. Downstream of
the convergent section, there was a constant cross-
section duct part, which simulated an isolator. In this
study, 16 models, each with a different geometry, were
tested.

Type A models, which corresponded to Type a in
Fig. 1, had a flat top wall with inclination angles of
0, 3, or 6 degrees. These three angles were employed
to evaluate the quantitative tendency of the inlet
performance. Each configuration was designated by
combining an inclination angle and the model type,
such as A-3 (Fig. 2 (a)). The inlet employed only side-
wall compression.

The top plate of Type B models had a wedge at its
leading edge, which simulated the ramp. The model
was attached to the downstream of the ramp, where
the surface was parallel to the wind tunnel axis. These
models corresponded to Type b in Fig. 1. The ramp
angle was 3 or 6 degrees. Side walls were the same
as those of A, and the entrance of the inlet models
was located 2 mm downstream or 60 mm downstream
of the end of the ramp (indicated by U and D,
respectively). Each model was termed by the model
type and the ramp angle followed by U or D, e.g., B-
3D. In the B-3D and B-6D models, the cowl leading
edge was located sufficiently downstream so as not
to inhale the expansion fan from the corner of the top
wall ramp end. In the B-3U and B-6U models, part of
the expansion fan went inside the inlet. By comparing
these four Type B models, the effect of expansion-
fan inhalation on the inlet performance was
investigated, as well as the effect of the ramp angle.

In Type C models, the top wall had a ramp
followed by the parallel surface. The turning angle
was 6 degrees. Since the models straddled over the

ramp and the parallel surface, the airflow was turned
by the shock wave from the leading edge of the cowl
and the expansion fan from the corner of the ramp.
The models corresponded to Type c in Fig. 1. In this
type, with the same geometrical contraction ratio of
3, three models were prepared to compare the ways
of compression process: Type C-S model employing
only side-wall compression, Type C-SR model employing
both side-wall compression with a contraction ratio of
1.5 and ramp compression with a contraction ratio of
2, and Type C-R model employing only ramp com-
pression (Figs. 2 (c)-(e)). The top walls of the C-SR
and C-R models had a 6-degree second ramp inside
the inlet, which started at the leading edge of the inlet.
Four cowls with different lengths were prepared for
the C-SR and C-R models to reduce extra spillage
caused by the shock wave from the second ramp.
These cowls were referred by the designations S, M-
1, M-2 and L, and their lengths are shown in Figs. 2
(d) and (e).
(C) Instrumentation

Twenty-two to twenty-eight pressure holes were
bored on the centerline of the top wall. 2 to 8 on the
side walls, and 3 on the centerline of the cowl were
also tapped. The diameter of each hole was 0.7 mm.
In the constant-cross-section duct part, i.e., the
isolator, pitot pressures were measured at 5 to 12
points in a cross section. The inner and the outer
diameters of the pitot tube were 0.3 mm and 0.6 mm,
respectively. The one to four pitot tubes were used at
a test for ensuring the airflow path in the models. The
wall pressure with the pitot tubes was assured to be
the same as that with no pitot tube. Wall pressure was
measured with a 50 psia pressure transducer, and the
pitot pressure was with 200 psia. Accuracy of the wall-
pressure measurement system was ±0.5%. Because
of the difficulty of determining the flow direction
inside the models, the flow static pressure was linearly
interpolated from the wall pressures on both sides at
the same lateral location. With this interpolated
pressure and the measured pitot pressure, the local
flow properties, e.g., total pressure, were evaluated.

During the wind tunnel operation, the shadow-
graph image of the flow field outside the inlet was
observed for all the models with a CCD video camera.
It was confirmed that the shock wave from the top-
wall leading edge did not interact with the flow field
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around the inlet models.

Experimental results and discussion
Figures 3 (a)-(f) show the wall pressure

distributions on the centerline of the top-wall. In Figs.
3 (e) and (f), the effect of the cowl length is shown.
Figures 4 (a)-(p) show the oil flow patterns. Table 1
summarizes the experimental results of the mass
capture ratio (CR), the total pressure efficiency (η

Pt
),

kinetic energy efficiency (η
KE

), and the area-averaged
Mach number in the isolator. In this table, the
subscripts ‘total’ and ‘inlet’ indicate inclusion and
exclusion of the pre-compression effect by the top
wall, respectively. The definitions of the coefficients
and others are as follows:

The properties at the reference condition were
substituted by those obtained at the entrance of the
Type A-0 model, i.e., the averaged values of 15 mm
×12 mm area at the inlet entrance, including the
boundary layer on the plate. ξ  is the ratio of the area-
weighted average of the top-wall pressure in the
isolator to the free-stream static pressure. This
represents a mean pressure ratio of the inlet model.
Here, the characteristics of each model are discussed.
(A) Type A models

According to Figs. 4 (a)-(c), the impingement of

the shock wave from the leading edge of the side wall
appeared only at the cowl side on the side wall, which
was approximately half of the height of the side wall
in the three models. As the inclination angle increased,
the shock angle from the leading edge of the cowl
increased. The entrance Mach number decreased with
the inclination angle.

CR
total

 and ξ were improved as the inclination
angle increased (see Table 1 and Fig. 3(a)). CR

inlet

became slightly lower because of the reduction of the
entrance Mach number by the stronger shock wave
from the leading edge of the top wall. With reduction
of the Mach number, spillage from the open-bottom
increased due to the effect of the swept-back
geometry.2) η

Pt, total
 also showed a slight increase with

the larger inclination angle. The increase of the top
wall angle diminished the top-wall boundary layer
thickness. The measured heights of the boundary layer
of 99% primary flow velocity at the inlet entrance of
the A-0, A-3, A-6 models were 4.2 mm, 3.8 mm, and
2.8 mm, respectively. The reduction of the fraction
of the boundary layer to the entire flow captured by
the inlet resulted in better total pressure efficiency.
The kinetic energy efficiency was evaluated from the
experiments and no substantial difference was found
between the models.

From the viewpoint of the advantage of pre-
compression and the mass capture, the inlet should
be installed on the ramp portion of the airframe
windward surface. The larger inclination angle of the
top-wall plate resulted in better performances within
the range of the present experimental conditions.
(B) Type B models

These models virtually canceled out the pre-
compression effect. The oil flow patterns of the B-
3D and B6-D models were similar to that of the A-0
model. However, the corner vortex along the junction
of the side wall and the top wall was larger in the B-
3U and B-6U models in Figs. 4 (d) and (e), which
was due to the expansion at the ramp corner. In spite
of the existence of a ramp of 3 or 6 degrees, both
CR

total
 and η

Pt,total
 were almost equal to those of the

A-0 model. The pressure ratio also became compatible
with the A-0 model. The relative position of the inlet
to the ramp corner did not result in a significant
change in the performance. Thus, in the simulation
for Type b, the airflow was assumed to enter the inlet

CR
total

 =

(air mass flow rate in the isolator)
(air mass flow at the reference condition)

∫  ρ
2
u

2
dA

∫  ρ
ref

u
ref

dA

= (1)

CR
inlet

 =
∫  ρ

2
u

2
dA

∫  ρ
1
u

1
dA

=
(air mass flow rate in the isolator)

(air mass flow rate at the entrance of the model)
(2)

η
Pt, total 

=
∫ P

t,2
ρ

2
u

2
dA / ∫ ρ

2
u

2
dA

∫  P
t,ref 

ρ
ref

u
ref 

dA / ∫ ρ
ref 

u
ref 

dA

=
(mean total pressure weighted by mass flow rate in the isolator)

(total pressure weighted by mass flow rate at the reference condition)

(3)

η
Pt, inlet 

=
∫ P

t,2
ρ

2
u

2
dA / ∫ ρ

2
u

2
dA

∫  P
t,1 

ρ
1
u

1 
dA / ∫ ρ

1 
u

1
dA

=
(mean total pressure weighted by mass flow rate in the isolator)

(mean total pressure weighted by mass flow at the entrance of the model)

(4)
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(d) Type C-S models

Fig. 3 Wall pressure distributions on the centerline of the top wall.

(a) Type A models

(b) Type B-U models

(c) Type B-D models (f) Type C-R models

(e) Type C-SR models
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Fig. 4 Oil flow patterns

(a) Type A-0 model
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(b) Type A-3 model
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(c) Type A-6 model
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(d) Type B-3U model
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(e) Type B-6U model
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(f) Type B-3D model
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(g) Type B-6D model
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(h) Type C-S model
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(i) Type C-SR S model
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(j) Type C-SR M1 model
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(k) Type C-SR M2 model
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(l) Type C-SR L model
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(m) Type C-R S model
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(n) Type C-R M1 model
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(o) Type C-R M2 model
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(p) Type C-R L model
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after it went through the expansion wave completely.
This configuration did not get any advantage from
the pre-compression.
(C) Type C models

According to oil flow patterns, there was separa-
tion on the top wall downstream of the corner of the
ramp. When the shock wave from the leading edge
of the cowl impinged on the ramp, there was separa-
tion downstream of the impingement. They are
common features of the Type C models.

This configuration attained sufficient mass
capture. CR

total 
of the Type C-S model was as high as

that of the A-6 model, and ξ was better than that of
the A-6 model. On the other hand, η

Pt,total
 became

lower than that of the A-6 model. In the Type C-SR
model, ξ and CR

total 
became higher as the cowl was

extended upstream. These values were equal to or
greater than those of the A-6 model, when the cowl
was extended sufficiently. The cowl extension caused
no significant reduction in η

Pt,total
. In Type C-R model,

with the extended cowl, CR
total

 was as high as that of
the A-6 model and ξ increased. On the other hand,
η

Pt,total
 of the C-R_S model became significantly lower

than that of the A-6 model caused by larger spillage
of the primary flow.

The pre-compression effect was attained in the
Type A and Type C models. In the Type B models,
the pre-compression effect was lost. In the Type B

models, there was no difference in the inlet per-
formances by their relative positions. Although the
models showed different characteristics of the
performance, most of the Type A, Type B and Type
C-SR models showed the similar values in η

KE,inlet
,

and CR
inlet

.
The swept angles of the models were the same of

45 degrees in the tests. The decrease of the swept
angle of the side walls does not improve the air capture
greatly when the entrance Mach number is high, e.g.,
Mach 6 or more, and the reflections of the shock
waves are few times, e.g., once or twice. The low air
capture of the Type B model cannot be improved
fundamentally by the decrease of the swept angle.
The experimental result indicated that the pre-
compression effect was lost in the Type b integration
configuration.

SIMULATIONS OF SCRAMJET ENGINE AND
FLIGHT OF THE SSTO AEROSPACE PLANE

In this chapter, based on the experimental results,
difference in the scramjet engine performance and
the difference in payload of the aerospace plane due
to the engine-airframe integration form are examined.
In the actual flight, several types of engines or engine-
modes are used to match the velocity region. However,
in this study, the effect of the engine-airframe
integration is considered only in the scramjet-

Table 1 Performance of inlet models
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for each integration type, and CR
inlet

 was assumed to
be 1.0, i.e., no spillage from the inlet. The effect of
the boundary layer on the airframe surface on engine
performance was not considered. The inlet perform-
ances were calculated with η

KE,inlet 
of 0.98, which was

deduced from an empirical equation.17) According to
the experiments, there was no significant difference
in η

KE,inlet
 between the three types of the inlet models.

The geometrical contraction ratio was 5. From Mach
6 to 8, the amount of the fuel was adjusted so that the
Mach number of the combustion gas in the constant
cross section duct was just above unity to avoid
thermal choking. From flight Mach numbers 8 to 12,
the stoichiometric hydrogen fuel was vertically
injected in the constant cross section duct and the fuel
reacted completely. In the internal nozzle, the
combustion gas expanded isentropically and one-
dimensionally with an expansion area ratio of 5. In
the external nozzle, the combustion gas expanded
through a two-dimensional expansion wave.

Both air and the combustion gas were calorically
and thermally ideal. The ratios of the specific heats
were 1.40 for air and 1.25 for the combustion gas,
respectively, and the molecular weight of the combus-
tion gas was 24.7. These properties of the combustion
gas were calculated with a code18) in the equilibrium
condition. The heat release at combustion by hydrogen
was 121 × 103 kJ per 1 kg hydrogen.

The engine internal thrust was calculated as
follows. First, the difference of the impulse-functions
between the inlet entrance and the internal nozzle exit
was calculated. This was designated as the inviscid
thrust. Then the friction drag of the internal surface
was estimated and was subtracted from the inviscid
thrust to obtain the internal thrust. The total thrust
was defined as the sum of the engine internal thrust
and force/drag on the windward airframe surface,
including forebody, aft-body and cowl of the engine
module. The friction coefficient was set to be 0.0025
on the entire surface.19)

(B) Payload estimation
The effect of the airframe-scramjet integration on

payload was estimated by a flight simulation of a
SSTO aerospace plane to a 100-km low earth orbit.
The aerodynamic data of the plane, the other engine
performances and the weights of the vehicle
components were the same as those used in a previous

operating regime, where the pre-compression affects
the engine performance significantly.

Integration of scramjet engine into airframe
Three airframe integration configurations, i.e.,

Types a, b and c, were examined (Fig. 1). All the
airframes had a two-dimensional sharp-wedge nose,
and their length, width and the windward surface
wedge angle from the airframe axis were 80m, 15m,
and 3 degrees, respectively. The angle of the external
nozzle was different in each model.

In Type a, the shock from the forebody nose
impinged on the leading edge of the cowl at the flight
Mach number of 12. In Type b, the upstream part of
the forebody was the same as that of Type a, but the
ramp was terminated and the vehicle surface was
parallel to the airframe axis just upstream of the
scramjet engine. As was confirmed by the experi-
ments, it was assumed that the pre-compressed air
passed through the entire expansion fan from the
corner of the airframe before it entered the engine. In
Type c, the scramjet engine was aligned with the
airframe axis. However, the cowl was extended
forward to capture the same mass flow rate as that of
Type a. The airflow was turned toward the airframe
axis by the shock wave from the cowl.

Calculation methods
The estimation of the scramjet engine performance

and the simulation of the flight of the space plane
were conventional methods. Here, the inlet perform-
ances were different due to the integration type of
the inlet to the airframe. The other scramjet
components had the same performances in the
simulation.
(A) Scramjet engine performance

The scramjet engine performance was calculated
with the quasi-one-dimensional flow method. The air
entering the engine passed a planar shock wave
generated by the forebody, which was calculated with
the 2D oblique shock wave relations. The end effect
at both sides of the forebody16) was neglected for the
sake of simplicity. In the calculation of the engine
performance, the angle of attack, i.e., the angle
between the free-stream direction and airframe axis,
was fixed to be 3 degrees.

The airflow condition into the inlet was calculated
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investigation.20) The gross take-off mass was 460 Mg.
From take-off to Mach 6, the air-turbo-ramjet

(ATR) operated. The projected cross section of the
ATR modules was 15 m2 at the entrance. The equi-
valence ratio of the ATR was unity. The specific
impulse of the ATR calculated by Sakata, et al.21) was
used. The scramjet operated from Mach 6 to Mach
12. The projected cross section of the scramjet was
30 m2. After operation of the scramjet, the rocket
engine took over to carry the vehicle into orbit. The
maximum total thrust of the rocket engine was
4060kN, and the specific impulse was 4018 m•s-1 at
the sea level. Propellants were hydrogen and oxygen.
The trajectory of the aerospace plane was within the
2-D plane.

Results of the simulation and discussion
(A) Scramjet engine performance

The calculated performances of the three types of
airframe-integrated scramjet engines are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5(a) shows the air mass flow
into the engine, being non-dimensionalized by the
product of the mass flux of the free stream and the
projected cross-sectional area at the engine entrance.
In all the models, the mass flow rates were larger than
unity due to the pre-compression by the angle of
attack. In Types a and c, this was also by the airframe
ramp. The mass flow rate of Type b was smaller than

those of Types a and c. The mass flux of Type b
decreased due to the expansion fan in front of the
engine. The mass capture was about 80% that of Type
a or Type c at Mach 4. In the experiments with the
same inlet model, CR

total
 of the Type B was about

0.7, and that of the Type A-6 was 0.970. The ratio
obtained experimentally showed reasonably good
agreement with the calculated one.

Figure 5(b) shows the thrust coefficient of the
engine, defined as the ratio of the total thrust to the
product of the flight dynamic pressure and the
projected cross-sectional area of the engine entrance.
Type c delivered the largest total thrust and Type a
was the second largest. Suffering from its smaller air
mass flow rate, Type b had a significantly lower thrust
coefficient than the others. The specific impulses of
the engines were not significantly different between
Types a, b and c, because there was no difference in
the total enthalpy of the unit mass of the combustion
gas in the stoichiometric condition. The primary
reason in the engine thrust difference was the differ-
ence of the air mass flow or the air impulse function
into the engine, as was observed in the experiments.
The difference in the thrust coefficients became larger
in the high Mach number regime, where the difference
of the mass capture ratios increased.

Beside the decrease of the air mass flow into the
engine, the decrease of the thrust was also caused by

(b) Thrust coefficient with the engine thrust and the
drag of the windward surface of the airframe

Fig. 5 Calculation results.

(a) Mass capture ratio
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inadequacy in the airframe and the engine con-
figurations. Figure 6 shows a break-down of the thrust
coefficients at the flight Mach number of 10. The
difference in the thrust coefficient between Type a
and Type c was due to the differences in the external
nozzle thrust and the cowl drag in addition to the
engine internal thrust. As for the internal thrust, Type
a had a disadvantage since the direction of engine
thrust was not aligned to the airframe axis.

As shown in Fig. 1, the divergence angle of the
external nozzle of Type a was larger than that of Type
c. The further expansion of the combustion gas in the
external nozzle of Type a resulted in lower wall
pressure and smaller thrust than that of Type c, even
though the projected area of the external nozzle

became larger than that of Type c. The cowl drag of
Type b or Type c was smaller than that of Type a,
since the cowl outer surface is parallel to the airframe
axis and thus the pressure drag was small.
(B) Payload estimation of the SSTO aerospace plane

Table 2 lists the contents of the mass of the
aerospace plane in the payload estimation. The
payload of Type a was 5.9Mg, whereas that of Type c
was 19.0Mg. The operating time and the consumed
fuel of Type a were larger than those of Type c because
of the lower thrust. The difference in the engine and
the airframe configurations caused the large difference
in the payload.

Type b could not produce sufficient thrust during
the scramjet engine operation, and thus the calculated
payload became negative. The engine inhaled a
smaller amount of air flow and delivered lower thrust
than the other types due to the inadequacy of the
integration form of the engine into the airframe. Type
b configuration should be avoided.

As a result, the inlet should be installed on the
ramp to inhale the pre-compressed air, but the section
downstream of the inlet entrance should be turned
parallel to the airframe axis to reduce the cowl drag
and to increase the thrust at the external nozzle.

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of the configuration of the scramjet
integration into the airframe on the engine perform-
ance and the payload were investigated. The inlet
performances were experimentally studied in several
configurations, and the effect of the integration forms
on the scramjet performance and the payload of the

Fig. 6 Breakdown of the thrust coefficients at the
flight Mach number of 10.

Table 2 Contents of mass of aerospace plane (unit: Mg)
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SSTO plane were calculated using simple models.
The investigation clarified the following points.

(1) When the inlet was integrated on the ramp
surface of the airframe, as in the Type A model, a
larger ramp angle resulted in better performances in
mass capture ratio and pressure ratio within the
conditions tested. However, the pressure drag on the
cowl increased and the thrust at the external nozzle
decreased. Thus, the payload decreased.

(2) When the inlet was attached to the airframe
surface parallel to the axis, as in the Type B model,
the pre-compression effect was neutralized. The effect
of the neutralization was observed even when the inlet
model was located just downstream of the ramp
corner. The air mass flow into the engine decreased,
and the payload was the smallest with Type b
configuration.

(3) In the case that the inlet entrance was attached
to the airframe ramp surface with subsequent engine
components parallel to the airframe axis, as in Type
c, the engine showed the best performance. With this
configuration, the pre-compressed air was effectively
inhaled, cowl drag was reduced, and thrust at the
external nozzle was increased. The payload was the
largest in the present study.
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